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Abstract

Conversion disorders are defined as neurological symptoms arising without organic damage to the nervous system, presumably in relation to various emotional stress factors, but the exact neural substrates of these symptoms and the mechanisms responsible for their production remain poorly understood. In the past 15 years, novel insights have been gained with the advent of functional neuroimaging studies in patients suffering from conversion disorders in both motor and non-motor (e.g. somatosensory, visual) domains. Several studies have also compared brain activation patterns in conversion to those observed during hypnosis, where similar functional losses can be evoked by suggestion. The current review summarizes these recent results and the main neurobiological hypotheses proposed to account for conversion symptoms, in particular motor deficits. An emerging model points to an important role of ventromedial prefrontal cortex (VMPFC), precuneus, and perhaps other limbic structures (including amygdala), all frequently found to be hyperactivated in conversion disorders in parallel to impaired recruitment of primary motor and/or [...]
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Introduction

Conversion disorders have been known to physicians since ancient times and consist of neurological dysfunction that occurs in the absence of organic lesions within the nervous system, but is distinct from other major psychiatric symptoms such as psychosis or depression. Thus, patients may present with a paralysis of one or more limbs, tremor or involuntary movement, anesthesia, blindness, deafness, or various other deficits, without any organic disease despite careful investigation and often signs suggestive of a non-organic/non-physiologic disruption of function [6, 92]. Importantly, these symptoms are not intentionally produced in order to deceive physicians or obtain some direct material gain, but rather appear to result from a genuine belief or subjective experience of the patients that he/she is suffering from a particular disorder. While these symptoms were long labeled as “hysteria”, this term has been replaced by “conversion” in modern psychiatric classifications of the 20th century. This change in terminology was partly due to increasing recognition that such problems could affect men as well as women, particularly after war episodes [7], but also reflected the major influence of Sigmund Freud [30], who proposed that these symptoms result from a transformation of a psychological conflict into symbolic physical manifestations due to repression in the unconscious (see other articles in this issue). However, although this diagnostic term is unique in psychiatry by directly referring to a specific causative mechanism, the exact causes and mechanisms underlying such conversion [2] of the psyche into the body actually still remain unclear and speculative. Furthermore, in the latest version of diagnostic criteria established by DSM-5 in 2013 [4], the need to identify a particular psychological cause has been replaced by more general criteria implying significant distress or disability in normal activities due to the symptoms, a change that was motivated by the fact that psychological factors are often difficult to identify with certainty, or are found but with only weak or putative association with the diagnosis. In addition, it has been suggested that requiring the identification of explicit psychological factors acting on the patient’s unconscious is not only difficult and unreliable in practice, but also inherently maintains a conceptual dualism between mind and body that does not fit with the current neuroscientific view, and that is generally not advocated for other mental diseases [4].

Uncertainties regarding the definition and cause(s) of conversion disorders are also reflected by the fact that they are classified in distinct diagnostic families in the DSM framework put forward by the American Psychiatric Association [2] and the ICD taxonomy established by the World Health Organization [65], being listed among somatoform disorders in the former but among dissociative disorders in the latter. Dissociation also refers to a dichotomy between conscious and unconscious processes dating back to the ideas of Janet in the late 19th century, which probably inspired Freud’s conception of conversion, but this implies distinct psychodynamic mechanisms [89]. In addition, the role of dissociation in conversion disorders also remains hypothetical. Nevertheless, in the current state of psychiatric nosography, psychogenic motor or sensory losses are included in the same disease category as psychogenic amnesia according to the ICD (dissociative disorders) but in distinct categories according to the DSM. Finally, the relation of conversion disorders to other major psychiatric conditions is unresolved but a
high rate of comorbiditity with depression and anxiety has long been recognized [7,8,75], suggesting a potential partial overlap of risk factors at the individual or environmental levels. For these and other reasons, it has been proposed that a purely descriptive and uncommitted term of “functional neurological disorder” should be preferred to refer to the diagnosis of conversion or psychogenic symptoms [60,95].

As a consequence of the persistent uncertainties and enduring controversies in current medical perspectives on hysteria or conversion, this condition remains very poorly understood and still rarely studied today. This is all the more surprising that historically, in the late 19th – early 20th century, hysterical disorders provided major building blocks for both the theoretical foundations and clinical semiology at the birth of modern neurology and psychiatry. Yet, over the last 100 years, this condition has remained in a grey boundary zone between these two disciplines and received much less interest for scientific inquiry from both neurologists and psychiatrists, in contrast to other diseases that were not even clearly identified in those early days. Thus, while we nowadays have a much better knowledge of brain circuits implicated in complex neurological movement deficits, such as Parkinson or Huntington disease, or those affected in complex mental disturbances such as obsessive-compulsive disorders or depression, our conceptual approach to psychogenic deficits is still very much based on ideas initially formulated by Charcot or Freud, and our mechanistic understanding of their putative neural substrates in the brain is still rudimentary. This state of affairs is even more striking when considering that conversion disorders are among the most common diagnosis in neurology, thought to represent at least 4% of all admissions on a general clinical wards and thus equal in frequency to multiple sclerosis or epilepsy [93,96].

The current article will present a selective overview of recent attempts to investigate the neural underpinning of conversion disorders, particularly thanks to the advent of functional neuroimaging techniques. This review will focus on motor deficits such as unilateral paresis or paralysis, which have most often been studied. Recent findings concerning positive symptoms such as movement disorders or dystonia can be found elsewhere (see Voon et al. in this issue). A large variety of psychogenic neurological symptoms can be seen as manifestations of conversion, which adds further difficulties to a systematic investigation of the neural bases of this condition and makes the few extant studies often difficult to compare (for detailed reviews see [13,104,105]). In spite of this, some convergence between studies is starting to emerge and, together with increasing neuroscientific knowledge about the brain mechanisms of behavior and emotion in humans, provide novel insights into possible pathways through which psyche and body may interact in conversion disorders.

Early neurobiological accounts of conversion disorders

Attempts to define clinical characteristics and putative neural mechanisms of conversion date back to Charcot and his students or co-workers, including Janet, Babinski, and Freud (for historical overview, see Crommelinck in this issue). Charcot believed that conversion (then called hysteria) resulted from an alteration of the function of the nervous system, in the absence of macroscopically or microscopically visible damage. This dysfunction was conceived as a "dynamic cortical lesion" considered due to a sort of "invasion" of the corresponding brain pathways by a "psychological image", leading to hyper or hypo-excitability of these pathways [19]. According to this perspective, abnormal excitability could produce virtually any symptom, and thus mimic various organic neurological disorders such as paralysis (reflecting a suppression of the normal "mental image" of movements) or seizure (reflecting an overexpression of such images). The triggering factors could be generated internally by ideas or externally by suggestion. In particular, Charcot underscored the similarities of hysteria with hypnotic phenomena, which he used to reproduce or abolish various symptoms in his clinical lessons. At the same time, Janet emphasized the notion that "fixed ideas" could act in an unconscious part of the mind and that conscious and unconscious parts could become dissociated in special circumstances such as hypnosis or strong emotional states [42]. These ideas were further elaborated by Freud and Breuer [30] who theorized on the role of unconscious motives that were often related to sexual conflicts and expressed through symbolic somatic symptoms due to repression mechanisms. This psychodynamic view led to the terminology of "conversion" disorder, which is still in use in current medical nosology. During the same period, Babinski [7] put much effort and rigor into identifying clinical signs that could distinguish conversion from organic neurological disorders, insisting on the existence of "typical manifestations" allowing a positive diagnosis (unlike a diagnosis by exclusion as often advocated in modern psychiatry and neurology textbooks). Among the latter, Babinski emphasized the role of suggestion (leading him to propose a new term of "pithiassism", derived from the Greek "peithein" meaning "persuasion") but also individual predispositions and particular kinds of emotional experiences, which he qualified as "organized affective states" (as opposed to more "transient" emotions). According to him, these affective states mainly have a permissive role that can strengthen unconscious ideas and "put them into action" but ideation is the primary causal factor (generated by unconscious processes or suggestion). Interestingly, Babinski also noted that the causal role of particular ideas and particular emotional experiences is often difficult to establish in a retrospective manner. In all the latter accounts, however, the putative neuroanatomical substrates of conversion were only loosely specified.

In subsequent decades, changes in excitability of sensory or motor pathways associated with hysterical conversions were attributed to various physiological mechanisms or anatomical loci, such as the frontal cortex [67], thalamus [50], or cingulate cortex [88] (for more detailed review see [104,105]). Yet these hypotheses were not based on experimental or objective evidence, but followed speculations or extrapolation derived from theories of the nervous system available at the time. For example, Pavlov (best known for his work on associative conditioning) proposed that emotional arousal arising in subcortical centers requires inhibitory control from cortical centers (especially in the frontal lobe), such that in some situations of strong arousal,
inhibitory control might become excessive and overflow to other neurological pathways, thus causing paralysis, anesthesia or blindness [67]. An active inhibition of motor, sensory, or even cognitive processes preventing their integration into conscious awareness was also proposed by more recent authors [10,64,78].

Other accounts have built on the notion that conversion symptoms may more often affect the left than right hemisphere, on the one hand, and evidence that the right hemisphere might be dominant for emotion processing, on the other hand, to suggest a role for impaired communication or integration between the two hemispheres [29,34,90]. However, this left preponderance has been questioned by systematic reviews [94] and not all conversion symptoms are strictly lateralized.

Finally, following the earlier notion that hysteria might be triggered by strong emotions or traumatic experiences [7,30,42], several authors proposed that conversion symptoms might reflect an expression of stereotyped behavioral responses linked to more primitive forms of defense, such as motor arrest, freezing, playing dead, agitation, and so forth [47,61,62,110]. In keeping with this view, it is known that specific motor behaviors can be controlled by topographically organized circuits in basal ganglia and periaqueductal gray under the control of cortical (frontal) and subcortical limbic centers [12,104]. However, these models did not rely on empirical evidence and may not easily account for all types of conversion symptoms. Nevertheless, like other early accounts reviewed above, some of these ideas find novel echoes in recent research using functional neuroimaging methods.

Empirical investigations of motor conversion disorders

Systematic scientific investigations to elucidate the neural mechanisms by which conversion disorders may alter motor or sensory functions began to appear in the late 60s and 70s, with the emergence of EEG recordings and the discovery of specific neurophysiological markers for different stages of perceptual processing and response making. While basic neurophysiological measures used in clinical assessment (such visual, somatosensory, auditory, or motor evoked potentials) are typically normal, and may thus help to establish the diagnosis of conversion disorder, some alterations have however been reported for more sophisticated measures associated with more complex task conditions or discriminative abilities (for more detailed review see [104,105]). Most of these findings resemble modulations also known to be governed by attention, motivation, habituation, and/or expectation factors. Thus, in line with earlier neurobiological accounts of hysterical conversion, these alterations have often been interpreted as reflecting modulation (e.g. suppression) of afferent sensory or efferent motor processes under the effect of stress or emotional signals. However, great variability exists between studies and very little is known about the specificity of these findings.

Since the 90s, the emergence of functional brain-imaging techniques with higher anatomical resolution (including SPECT, PET and fMRI) has allowed more detailed investigation of the neural bases of several psychiatric illnesses. However, to date, relatively few studies have been devoted to the conversion disorders, in contrast to the wealth of studies on other conditions such as depression, anxiety, or schizophrenia. Among the first pioneer imaging approaches, Marshall et al. [56] performed PET scans in a female patient who had had a paralysis of the left leg for 2 years, which was diagnosed as a conversion disorder. Brain activity was examined with PET during the preparation and execution (or attempted execution) of movements with either the right or left leg. Results showed that, whereas motor areas of the left hemisphere were activated during movement executed with the right leg (unaffected), movements attempts made with the left leg (affected) produced no activity in the corresponding motor regions of the right hemisphere (in keeping with the lack of movement), but also evoked an large increase in activity in more anterior and medial prefrontal regions. These increases encompassed the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), as well as the ventromedial (VMPC) and orbitofrontal cortex (OFC). As these areas are part of limbic prefrontal cortices, this frontal activation was interpreted as reflecting a recruitment of emotional or motivational processes that produced an active inhibition of motor cortical areas activation and hence paralysis. This interpretation thus accorded with previous accounts of conversion deficits in terms of active suppression of sensorimotor pathways under the influence of other brain (e.g. subcortical) systems as proposed by Pavlov [67] or Ludwig [50]. In addition, the same authors subsequently reported a similar experimental paradigm [37] conducted in a single healthy volunteer in whom left leg paralysis was induced under hypnosis. Again, movement attempts with the affected leg produced no increase in motor cortex, but activated OFC and ACC. However, since these regions have also been associated with self-monitoring, error processing, and conflict detection [1,83], their causal implication in active inhibition of motor activity cannot be firmly demonstrated in this paradigm. It is also possible that instructing the patient to move despite her paralysis induced conflict- or error-related activity in medial prefrontal areas [76] due to the task rather than due to conversion.

In another early study using SPECT imaging [106], we avoided these confounding factors by probing sensorimotor pathways in an indirect manner, without explicit instructions to execute movements. Brain activity was measured in 7 patients with a unilateral motor conversion deficit in three different conditions:

- at rest while they had motor symptoms;
- during a bilateral proprioceptive stimulation with vibration (expected to activate the motor pathways) while they had motor symptoms;
- during the same stimulation a few months later after recovery from symptoms.

Proprioceptive stimulation activated sensorimotor cortical areas in both hemispheres symmetrically, showing intact functions despite motor symptoms, but a selective a decrease in activity was observed in the cortico-subcortical motor loops involving the basal ganglia (putamen and caudate nucleus) and thalamus in the hemisphere opposite to motor symptoms. These abnormalities in basal ganglia and thalamus disappeared when scanning was repeated after...
recovery from motor symptoms. Further, a functional network connectivity analysis based on principal components suggested that changes in basal ganglia and thalamus were coupled with the activity level in ventral and medial prefrontal areas, specifically in scans obtained during motor symptoms, not after recovery. Conversely, hyperactivation in basal ganglia was found in psychogenic dystonic movements [86], without increases in motor cortex, unlike the pattern found in organic dystonia. Volumetric changes of thalamic nuclei have also been reported in patients with chronic motor conversion disorders [5,59].

The basal ganglia-thalamic loops are crucial for motor execution and typically implicated in hypokinesia in Parkinson’s disease. Decreased activity in the hemisphere contralateral to motor conversion paralysis and increased activity in conversion dystonia might reflect a dysregulation of motor execution processes, downstream to motor planning in cortical areas, perhaps under the influence of limbic prefrontal areas that were shown to be hyperactivated in Marshall et al.’s study [56] or hypercoupled with basal ganglia in our own study [106]. Indeed, the limbic ventromedial prefrontal areas also strongly project to the basal ganglia. The latter thus constitute a unique crossroads in the brain where motor signals converge with motivational signals in order to be integrated and determine behavioral motor outputs. Interestingly, modulation of motor activity in basal ganglia circuits is also known to be responsible for stereotyped motor behaviors associated with particular affective states or immobility after limb injury [23]. According to this view, conversion symptoms might result from the generation of particular motor patterns (innate or acquired) rather than from active inhibition of motor pathways.

A few other fMRI studies however have found reduced activity in motor cortex itself during conversion paralysis or weakness. Such decreases were reported during movement attempts with the affected limb [97], observation of hand movements in videos [11], or exposure to personal emotional scenarios presumed to be associated with conversion onset [45]. In these studies, additional anomalies were also observed in other brain regions, but very variable, including decreases in supplementary motor areas and orbitofrontal cortices but increases in putamen and inferior prefrontal cortex [97], as well as increases in hippocampus and amygdala [45]. These studies however included small samples of patients (n=1 to 4) with heterogeneous symptoms and psychiatric comorbidities. Such reduction in motor cortex activity during motor paralysis has generally been imputed to impaired motor readiness and intentional programming, in keeping with the classic proposal of Charcot that psychogenic weakness might result from a lack of activation of the "mental image of motor movements".

In a more recent fMRI investigation, our group aimed at disentangling the role of impaired motor intention or active motor inhibition in conversion paralysis. To do so, we designed a modified Go/NoGo paradigm allowing us to probe brain activity related to various motor control stages including motor intention, execution, and inhibition. Two patients with left motor conversion were examined using slightly different versions of the same paradigm [18,49], as well as a group of healthy controls [18,19]. In this task (Fig. 1), participants were first presented with a visual cue instructing them to prepare a movement with either the right or left hand (grey hand picture), followed by a second cue instructing to either execute (green hand, 75% of trials = Go) or cancel the prepared movement (red hand, 25% of trials = NoGo). Remarkably, motor preparation with the left (paralyzed) hand or right (intact) hand produced normal contralateral and symmetric activations in contralateral primary motor cortex (area M1) for both conversion patients, just like in healthy participants (Fig. 2). This normal pattern of preparatory motor activity suggests a preserved ability to generate motor intentions and imagery, despite the psychogenic paralysis. As expected, however, a loss of motor activation was seen in the right motor cortex at the time of the instructed movement execution with the left/paralyzed hand (in accordance with the lack of movement, but in
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contrast to left motor cortex activation during correctly executed right hand movement). Thus, intact motor preparation evidenced by covert cortical activity in M1 could not be transformed into actual movement in the conversion patients. Intact motor intention at the cortical level with impaired execution has also been associated with deficient "energizing" and "patterning" of the motor command due to basal ganglia dysfunction in Parkinson disease [68,81,99]. This dissociation between preparation and execution may echo the subjective experience of conversion patients who typically complain of an inability to move despite their will.

Our Go/NoGo paradigm also enabled us to directly test for a role of active inhibition and comparison of conversion disorder with voluntary simulation of paralysis. On NoGo trials, when a prepared movement had to be cancelled, healthy participants showed robust increases in a network known to be associated with motor inhibition and cognitive control, including right inferior frontal gyrus (rIFG) and right inferior parietal lobule (rIPL) [3,19,111]. Moreover, this right fronto-parietal network is similarly recruited for left or right hand motor inhibition [19]. Patients with left motor conversion paralysis showed the same pattern of increases in right inferior frontal and parietal cortices on NoGo trials but, more critically, no such activation on the left Go trials where they failed to move the left/paralyzed hand [18,49]. This suggests that despite preserved motor preparation, the lack of motor execution with their left hand was not due to active voluntary inhibition. By contrast, when we asked a group of healthy volunteers to simulate a left hand paralysis ("as if they were patients with stroke who effortfully but unsuccessfully tried to move their paralyzed limb"), the right inferior frontal gyrus showed significant activation on the left go trials when they mimicked paralysis (Fig. 2B). Nevertheless, motor cortex was symmetrically activated during covert motor preparation with either hand. These findings indicate not only that simulators followed our task instructions correctly, but also that they actively inhibited the prepared motor command on left Go trials and treated the latter condition like NoGo trials. This differs from conversion patients, in whom no active inhibition activity was seen in prefrontal or parietal cortices, supporting the idea that their paralysis is not simulated voluntarily but rather results from a distinct kind of disturbance in the conscious control of voluntary movements.

Remarkably, however, a unique pattern of activation was observed in our two conversion patients in anterior and posterior brain midline cortical areas, the VMPFC and precuneus [18,49]. These two areas did not activate in healthy controls [19] nor in simulators [18] during the same Go/NoGo task, but were specifically recruited during left hand conditions in conversion patients, particularly during the motor preparation or execution phases for the VMPFC, and
during the motor execution (Go) or inhibition (NoGo) phases for the prefrontal cortex (Fig. 2C, D). Additional increase in a more lateral portion of the right ventral prefrontal cortex was also observed during attempted movements on left Go trials in one patient [18], but not in the second [49]. Both VMPFC and prefrontal cortex are implicated in representations of the self-including [63] autobiographical memory [82] and self-reflective imagery [14]. VMPFC is particularly recruited in tasks requiring access to affectively relevant information about the self, including personal traits judgments [21,43,84], introspection on one’s own feelings [44,46,52,69] and retrieval of emotional information from either past or prospective memory [20,91]. This region is also activated in response to incidental information related to the self without and explicit task demands or conscious will [58]. On the other hand, the prefrontal cortex is more particularly recruited during autobiographical memory retrieval tasks involving self-centered perspective and sensory imagery [14], as well as judgment of self-agency in actions [27] or free motor choices [87]. Finally, more lateral regions of right ventral prefrontal cortex have been linked with motor inhibition processes promoted by threat signals [79], consistent with a more general role in inhibitory control and avoidance in negative emotional contexts [32,40,41]. Taken together, our findings suggest that neural processes intimately associated with access to self-related representations, as mediated by VMPFC and prefrontal cortex, may play an important role in disturbances of movement control in patients with motor conversion, together with other cortical limbic regions implicated in emotion regulation and motivated behavior.

These results converge with those of other recent fMRI studies that investigated motor imagery and self-monitoring in patients with unilateral motor conversion deficits. de Lange et al. [24,25] examined a group of 7 patients during an explicit motor imagery task, where they were asked to imagine actions with their right or left hand, as well as during an implicit motor task, where they were asked to make judgment for right or left hand pictures. Both tasks are known to induce covert mental simulation of hand movements and activate primary motor cortical areas in healthy people [66]. In these studies, motor conversion patients showed a normal behavioral pattern in response times and normal activation in motor cortices regardless of hand side [24,25], reminiscent of normal activity during motor preparation in our Go/NoGo task [18,49]. In addition, de Lange et al. [24,25] also found a distinctive activation in VMPFC in conversion patients during imagery conditions involving the affected hand side, although this was observed only in the implicit task (Fig. 3A). This activation of VMPFC was attributed to a greater recruitment of self-monitoring processes when using motor processes associated with the
affected limb in an automatic manner, while the difference between hands disappeared when patients had to monitor their hand position in a more controlled/conscious manner during the explicit imagery condition. In accordance with these findings, in a recent (still ongoing) study, we also observed increased activation in VMPFC activation during a visuomotor task in which conversion patients \((n = 3)\) had to move a cursor on a computer screen using a joystick and monitor the cursor’s trajectory in order to reach a pre-specified visual target on the screen (Fig. 3B). This was observed even though these patients used their non-affected hand and had no significant paresis at the time of testing. No such activation was seen in VMPFC during this task in a control group of healthy subjects. Thus, VMPFC may not only activate for the affected hand or during implicit monitoring conditions, but appears to be more generally recruited in motor tasks in patients with motor conversion deficits. More research is needed to understand how the role of this region in conversion disorders. Action monitoring in various motor or cognitive tasks is known to recruit more dorsal regions in ACC and pre-SMA \([1,83]\), rather than ventral ACC and VMPFC. Hence, the role of VMPFC as well as precuneus might reflect a modulation of motor behavior driven by affect, imagery, and/or memory related representations, rather than just response monitoring.

### Dissociation and hypnosis

Since the time of Charcot and Janet, conversion deficits have often been considered to resemble symptoms produced by hypnotic suggestions. Accordingly, conversion symptoms may be changed or abolished under the effect of countenacting hypnotic suggestions \([48,57]\). Moreover, hypnotic suggestibility tends to be higher in individuals with a history of conversion symptoms \([77]\). On the other hand, pathological dissociative states (e.g. post-trauma) have also been linked with changes in activity in medial prefrontal areas and precuneus \([22,31]\), and modifications of neural activity in precuneus have often been reported under hypnosis \([26,28,51,70,72]\). In further support of a functional link between deficits produced by conversion and those induced by hypnosis, a few neuroimaging studies have reported that motor paralysis under hypnosis is associated with modulation of brain activity in ACC and ventral prefrontal regions \([37,108]\). Thus, some recent accounts have proposed that conversion symptoms might be produced by similar cognitive mechanisms as hypnotic suggestion, implicating an active inhibition of the access of sensory or motor representation to conscious awareness \([10,64]\).

To clarify the putative links between these conditions, we also investigated the effect of a hypnotically suggested paralysis on brain activity during the same Go/NoGo motor task as described above (Fig. 1). As in healthy people and conversion patients, we found preserved activation of contralateral primary motor cortex during the motor preparation phase, for both the paralyzed and intact hands. Critically, however, we found selective increase in activation in the precuneus during covert motor preparation with the paralyzed hand, suggesting intact imagery and intention processes under hypnosis \([19]\). No modulation of VMPFC or VLPFC was observed, unlike conversion. Furthermore, the right fronto-parietal networks associated with executive control and inhibitions were globally enhanced across all conditions, presumably reflecting enhanced attentional control and filtering under hypnosis. In particular the right inferior frontal gyrus (rIFG), typically recruited during tasks requiring high attentional control and during inhibition of prepotent responses \([3,39,111]\), was strongly activated during hypnotic paralysis, but equally so for both the NoGo trials and Go trials and for both right and left hands. Similar increases in right IFG activity were found during left hypnotic paralysis using EEG recording \([16]\) in another group of volunteers performing the same Go/NoGo paradigm in normal and hypnotic states. These findings accord with the view that hypnotic suggestions act through modulation of attentional systems that may allow selective filtering of sensory, motor, or even conceptual representations from conscious awareness \([18,38,64,73]\).

Taken together, these results therefore partly support a similarity between conversion and hypnosis. Whereas recruitment of internal representations mediated by the precuneus appears to be a shared feature in both cases, perhaps reflecting access to sensory imagery and memory information, more anterior brain regions in ventromedial and dorsolateral prefrontal systems appear differentially implicated in conversion and hypnosis, respectively.

### Modulation of brain network connectivity during motor conversion

Early imaging studies in conversion paralysis suggested that changes in activity of cortical motor areas \([56]\) or subcortical-basal ganglia loops \([106]\) were causally driven by modulatory inputs from prefrontal areas partly overlapping with VMPFC and VLPC that were found to be enhanced in our Go/NoGo paradigm \([18]\). In the latter, more recent fMRI study, we therefore also tested for any differences in functional connectivity of the right and left motor cortex depending on the nature of motor dysfunction. By using seeds in primary motor areas (M1) and computing temporal dynamic correlations over time during the Go/NoGo task, we found that in normal conditions (healthy controls), activity in M1 was selectively coupled with a network of regions implicated in motor control including dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (PMc), medial supplementary motor area (SMA), and posterior parietal lobule (SPL). In patients with motor conversion, the same connectivity pattern was found for M1 contralateral to the intact hand, whereas M1 contralateral to the affected/paralyzed hand showed reduced functional connectivity with PMC but increased connectivity with VMPFC (Fig. 4). This suggests that motor control is somehow under the influence of internal representations related to self-relevant emotional information or memory in patients with symptom conversion, rather than under the influence of premotor systems normally implicated in the generation and supervision of voluntary movements.

Remarkably, a distinct pattern of changes in functional connectivity was observed during hypnotic paralysis. M1 contralateral to the paralyzed limb was distinctively more coupled with the precuneus, in posterior and medial parietal cortices, but less coupled with premotor areas in prefrontal cortices \([19]\). This suggests that hypnosis might act on the
motor system predominantly through an influence of internal representations that are related to mnemonic sources or sensory imagery, rather than linked to emotional memory as in conversion. Notably, functional connectivity of motor cortex during simulation of paralysis did not differ from the normal situation in healthy controls, confirming that in this case paralysis was produced by voluntary (inhibitory) control of motor commands [18].

As noted above, both the VMPFC and preverseus are crucially implicated in self-reflective processing and constitute core components of the so-called default mode network (DMN), which is typically more active at rest than during active cognitive tasks [36,71]. The DMN also shows ongoing coherent activity across different behavioral states, even during concomitant task performance [100], and can be distinguished from task-related activity using various network connectivity measures [54]. We have explored the spatial and temporal organization of such intrinsic brain networks during the Go/NoGo task described above using an independent component analysis (ICA) approach (for details see [17]). This analysis allowed us to identify several distinct networks with coherent activity during the task, including the DMN. When measuring the contribution of different brain regions to each of these networks in patients with left motor conversion, relative to healthy controls and simulators, we found a selective decrease in contribution to the DMN for the VMPFC/anterior cingulate and precuneus/posterior cingulate cortex (Fig. 5) during conversion only. Thus, in the patients, these two areas were less engaged in default mode activity and presumably more engaged in a different network. This converges with our seed-based functional connectivity analysis (described above) suggesting that VMPFC and precuneus were dynamically coupled with motor cortex during conversion. In addition, our ICA analysis also identified a motor network including primary motor cortex (M1), supplementary motor area (SMA), and portions of the basal ganglia. Interestingly, right M1 was found to contribute less to this network during both conversion and simulation paralysis, whereas the contribution of SMA was reduced during simulation only. In addition, changes in connectivity were also found for the caudate nucleus in both hemispheres, which appeared less expressed in both the DMN and the motor networks during conversion as well as simulation, relative to its normal connectivity state (Fig. 5). The latter finding suggests a functional “disconnection” of the caudate from the rest of the DMN and the motor cortex in both types of paralysis.

These connectivity data converge with our previous results obtained with more conventional imaging analyses during either active motor performance [16–18,49] or passive proprioceptive stimulation [106], indicating that cortical and subcortical motor pathways may exhibit particular functional interactions with midline brain areas regulating self-related and affective processes during motor conversion disorders. Similar evidence has been gathered in recent studies [101–103] concerning patients with psychogenic movement disorders such as tremor or dystonia (i.e., positive rather negative motor symptoms), although pointing to the role of different circuits connecting the amygdala to SMA (see also review by Yoon et al. in this issue). Future research should use more advanced connectivity measures such as dynamic causal modelling (DCM) and compare different conversion patient groups during different symptomatic conditions (pre- vs. post-recovery) to gain better insights into such interactions between motor control and emotion/motivation systems.

Neuroimaging findings in non-motor conversion disorders

A few brain-imaging studies have examined conversion deficits affecting other neurological functions such as somatosensory loss [35,53], visual loss [9,85,109], or memory loss [33,55,98]. In most cases, reduced activity was observed in brain areas involved in the impaired functions, including somatosensory cortices, occipital lobe, or temporal lobe, respectively (for review see [104,105]). Additional changes (hyper- or hypo-activation) were also generally found in various other regions such as thalamus, basal ganglia, insula, anterior cingulate or prefrontal cortex, but without a clear systematic pattern. Left spatial neglect has also been observed during conversion symptoms, with symmetric parietal activation but increased recruitment of ACC during line bisection judgments [80].

Of particular note, a recent fMRI study in a single patient with transient episode of psychogenic blindness and hallucinations reported preserved responses in occipital cortex to simple visual stimulation but markedly decreased...
responses to more complex pictures (faces), together with selective increases in VMPFC (Fig. 3D), which occurred only during blindness episodes and not after recovery [9]. Functional connectivity analysis also revealed increased coupling between VMPFC and occipital areas during blindness episodes. Another fMRI study [109] conducted in 7 patients with psychogenic blindness affecting various parts of the visual field (monocular or binocular) found reduced activation of bilateral occipital areas to full field visual stimulation with checkerboards, again accompanied with increased activation in right thalamus, striatum, and right VLPFC/lateral OFC. This pattern of sensory decrease and fronto-limbic increase echoes findings in 4 patients suffering from unilateral anesthesia and psychogenic pain [53], in whom somatosensory areas showed reduced response to noxious stimuli while VMPC and ACC showed increased activation in the same condition (Fig. 3C), unlike healthy participants.

Altogether, even though the existing results are still scarce and partly inconsistent across studies and conversion domains, recent neuroimaging data for non-motor deficits show some convergence with those obtained in patients with motor conversion paralysis in several studies [18,24,25,56,106]. Thus, an emerging pattern of findings across domains points to not only abnormal recruitment of brain areas involved in conscious control of movement or conscious sensory perception, but also heightened activation of both cortical (VMPFC, precuneus) and subcortical (amygdala, thalamus, striatum) areas thought to be normally involved in emotional regulation of behavior and memory. It remains however to determine the exact mechanisms through which these systems may interact, as well as the exact factors that are responsible for these alterations.

Conclusions

Over the last 15 years, a growing number of functional brain-imaging studies have investigated the neural substrates of conversion symptoms, a clinical condition that has been recognized and much reflected upon for many centuries, and which remains puzzling today. These imaging results have begun to shed new light on the possible neurobiological underpinnings of conversion, although our current knowledge is still far from being able to provide a coherent framework. In particular, there is now clear neuroimaging evidence for changes in brain activity, affecting specific regions in accordance with the nature of the symptoms and the time-course of their recovery. Thus, more than 100 years after Charcot and Freud, it is now possible to demonstrate that conversion paralysis is associated with a "functional or dynamic lesion" in brain pathways, without organic damage, as the founders of modern neurology and psychiatry had indeed postulated. Importantly, brain-imaging results also indicate that functional changes may not only concern those brain regions directly associated with the symptoms
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(e.g. motor areas in paralysis, visual areas in blindness) but also several others in frontal, parietal, and subcortical areas, whose exact role in conversion still remains to be fully determined. Furthermore, by using specific experimental paradigms and various methodological approaches, it has also become possible to test more specific hypotheses about underlying neural and psychodynamic mechanisms that have been postulated in the past — such as the role of active inhibition, impaired access to conscious awareness or disassociation from conscious will, links with emotion dysregulation or traumatic memories, similarities with hypnosis, and so forth.

For motor conversion, work by our group and others suggest that motor imagery and motor intention are preserved and continue to normally activate primary motor cortex; whereas movement execution is impaired, presumably due to a suppression or modulation of motor output pathways in cortical-basal ganglia loops under the influence of other brain regions (e.g. limbic prefrontal areas). Our results provide no evidence for a recruitment of inhibitory control systems, at least as mediated by premotor or lateral prefrontal cortices, such as the right IFG [18,111]. Furthermore, the neural changes observed in conversion differ from those associated with simulation, where voluntary inhibition and/or attentional mechanisms instead seem to play a role. Our results also reveal only a partial similarity between motor conversion disorders and hypnotic paralysis rather than a complete overlap.

Taken together, these data lead to a new tentative functional neuroanatomy model of psychogenic paralysis [17,105,107]. On the one hand, in line with the classic views originating from Charcot, Janet, Babinski and others at the turn of the 20th century, brain activity and connectivity patterns suggest that both conversion and hypnosis might entail an apparent dominance of internal representations from imagery and memory on the control of motor behavior (Fig. 6). In both conditions, the motor pathways (e.g. M1) appear functionally less coupled with premotor cortical areas but more coupled with midline brain regions typically associated with self-related processing and mental imagery, such as the precuneus. On the other hand, however, unlike the classic view, conversion and hypnosis appear to act on behavior and perception via partly distinct brain circuits. In conversion, modulations of motor and sensory awareness might be driven by an increased recruitment of regions in VMPFC, implicated in the access to self-relevant affective representations and memories [17,104,105,107], as well as other subcortical limbic regions such as the amygdala [45,79,101,102]. These areas might influence movement, sensation, and self-awareness more broadly by promoting or suppressing certain patterns of behaviors through modulatory inputs to motor or sensory pathways (as observed for more primitive adaptive reactions to threat, see [47,104,110]), and/or by imbibing behavior with particular affective and self-relevant associations though an integration of sensorimotor activity with internal representations retrieved from memory or imagery. This model echoes the long-established notion that conversion symptoms generally arise under the influence of emotional factors or past emotional trauma, real or imagined [7,42], and the Freudian view that “hysteric primarily suffer from reminiscences” [30], although without necessarily inverting the role of repression, sexual origin, and symbolization as postulated by Freud. Conversely, under hypnosis, alterations in conscious perception and movement might arise from interaction between imagery and sensorimotor process through a modulation imposed by executive attentional mechanisms mediated by lateral prefrontal cortical areas (e.g. right IFG) and perhaps ACC [16,19,73,74].

Nonetheless, more research is needed to go beyond these general descriptive models focusing on the generation of specific symptoms, in order to better understand the exact mechanistic interplay between different brain systems involved in conversion (and hypnosis), in order to elucidate the causal factors responsible for triggering conversion episodes and associated brain patterns, and to clarify the relationships with other psychiatric diseases reflecting mal-adaptive emotional adjustment and frequently associated with conversion (such as depression, anxiety, or posttraumatic stress disorder). Future research should also establish whether similar mechanisms underlie conversion disorders in different domains (e.g. motor, visual, etc.), and whether different types of conversion exist in different patients. This knowledge will be invaluable for improving the clinical practice.

Figure 6 Schematic neuroanatomical model of psychogenic paralysis. Both precuneus and ventromedial prefrontal cortex (VMPFC) are core components of brain networks mediating access to self-representations and personal episodic memories, including sensory or agency information (for precuneus) and affective relevance (for VMPFC). Frequent recruitment of these areas in conversion patients and enhanced connectivity with motor or sensory areas suggests an important role in modulating behavior and self-awareness, perhaps by modulating motor or sensory processes (at cortical and/or subcortical level) under the influence of memory and affective representations unconsciously generated in these regions. VMPFC activity appears specific to conversion, whereas precuneus is also recruited during hypnosis.
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diagnosis and management of these patients, for better defining their prognosis, but also more generally for illuminating the intricate relationships between mind and body and their pathological distortion in conversion disorders.
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